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Appendixx A 

Propagationn of the mutual 
intensityy function 

Iff  the mutual intensity function Jj(Xj,x^) at one plane in space Si, perpendicular 

too the propagation direction, is known, its propagation to a different plane Sj is 

calculatedd via 

J , (X j , x ;)) = J j ' ^ ^ ( x . x ^ f x . x ^ i x ^ ) , (A.l ) 

wheree KlJ(xl,Xj) is the transmission function describing the disturbance at x7 = 

(xj,yj)(xj,yj) in plane Sj due to a disturbance at Xj = {xi,Vi) in plane Si. and K*, is 

thee complex conjugate of Kiy Here, we describe the propagation of the mutual 

intensityy function from the source to the lens and via the waveguide to the detector 

(seee Fig. 4.3). 

Sincee we are considering diffraction effects only in the vertical x-direction, and 

thee source is much larger in the y- than in the ^-direction, we assume the source to 

bee infinite in the horizontal y-direction. The propagation can then be completely 

describedd using cylindrical waves in x- and ^-coordinates only. The propagator 

KfjKfj  for the cylindrical wave through free space is given by [80] 

(A.2) ) 

wheree Sij is the distance between X{ and Xj. For \x,{\, \XJ\ <C ŝ  we have 

K%{xK%{xll,, Xj  ~ t / - ^ exp {ikoRij) exp I — ( x t - x}) ] , (A.3) 

wheree Ri} is the distance from plane Si to Sj. 
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Thee x-ray source is in our case the insertion device in the electron storage ring 

andd is considered to be spatially fully incoherent. For an incoherent source Eq. 

A. ll  becomes [13] 

JJ(XJ,X;)) = A2 fdxJ^k^te.x^K'jix'i.x'j), (A.4) 

wheree /s(x;) is the intensity distribution of the source. The equivalent expression 

forr cylindrical waves is 

JAxj.x'j)JAxj.x'j) = \JdxMxAK%(Ti,xj)KZ(xf
i^). (A.5) 

Fromm now on, we wil l omit the superscript c in A'f,-. and the propagator Ki3 wil l 

alwayss be a propagator of cylindrical waves. 

Wee assume a Gaussian intensity profile IS(XQ) for the source: 

7s(x0)) = A ) e x p ( - ^ - ) . (A.6) 

wheree aQ_v represents the vertical source size. The FWHM of the source .s0,r = 

2^/22 ln(2)cr0,r- We then obtain the mutual intensity function J\(x\.x\) at the 

entrancee plane S\ of the lens: 

J\(X\>A)J\(X\>A) = AQ\ I d-r0exp ( - — § - J A'0i{.r 0, Xi)K^(x'0, X\) 

== AlAl  6XP {lk°^r) 6XP ( 41n(2)̂  ) (A'7) 

==  Aïfi1(xi,x[), 

withh RQI the distance from the source to the lens, A\ = A$(TQ,vvhi f RQ\ and £i,v 

thee vertical coherence length at the lens, given by i\.v — XRQ\/SQ_V. In the last 

linee of Eq. A.7 we introduced the complex degree of coherence l̂{xl.x'i), which 

forr plane Si is defined as 

M^x^M^x^  = J^l'^  (A.8) 

Thee mutual intensity function at the exit pupil of the lens is given by 

JJ22(x(x22,x',x'22)) = Mx, = x2,x[ =  4)e' (*<**>-<^) , (A.9) 

wheree <p(x) is the phase shift caused by the lens. We assume that the lens is 

ann infinitely thin pure phase object and neglect absorption. For the Fresnel lens 
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thee phase shift equals zero or 7r, depending on whether the vertical lens position 

xx corresponds to a ridge or a trench in the zone-plate profile. However, in the 

followingg we wil l consider a perfect lens, since it is less involved both in notation 

andd calculation. The phase shift for a perfect lens is found using Fermat's principle 

off  shortest optical path. This gives 

^>=-4(i+£)-- (Aio) 

wheree RQ\ is the distance between the source and the lens, and #23 the distance 

betweenn the lens and the image. For a perfect lens we then have 

JlMJlM ))=^«P=^«P (-^4sf) »p i'lwxf)  (A-n) 

withh Ai = A\. 

Next,, we propagate J2(x2, ^2) through free space to the image plane 53, which 

iss located at the entrance of the waveguide. We now have to take into account the 

pre-reflectionn from the lower surface which is tilted by an angle 9i with respect to 

thee incident beam. The corresponding propagator K23(0t,x2,x3) is given by 

\[-==+e^\[-==+e^ee-=^),-=^),  (A. 12) 

wheree s23 is the distance from x2 to x3 directly, S23 is the distance from X2 to £3 

viaa the pre-reflection from the lower surface (see Fig. 4.3) and <p(0) is the phase 

shiftt at reflection at the angle 9 « 0j + (x2 — x3)//?23  The zeros for x2 and xz 

aree at the lens center and waveguide lower surface, respectively. For simplicity, 

wee take a constant phase shift <p — IT at reflection. In the limi t x2/R2^, X3/R231 

6i6i <C 1 we obtain: 

KK™(™(9i9i>> xx** xx*>*>  - ^m^ p I 2i?23 )
x 

sm[ksm[kQQxx33(6(6ii + ̂ -)}. (A.13) 
^ 2 3 3 

Thiss e.m. field propagates through the waveguide as described by Eq. 2.17. The 

propagatorr K2  x2, x4) between the plane S2 and the plane 64 at the exit of the 

waveguidee is given by 

KKMM{9i,x{9i,x22,x,x44)) = T cm(6t + - ^ ) V , m ( x 4 ) e
+ ^ \ (A.14) 
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wheree R3A is the length of the waveguide. vm is the mode profile of mode TEm . 

givenn by Eq. 2.13. and the mode amplitudes cm are given by (see Eq. 2.16) 

CCmm(0(0ll + -^-) = / dx3K23{9j.X2.X3}vm(x3) 
"233 J-oc 

== Jïr_^Leih>Rneil**l/{2ii2s)  x ( A . 1 5 ) 

VV  \\ \f\Rx>, 

ffWW Ï2 
// dx3 am[kox3{Bi + ——)] sin[fco.r-30m]. 

JoJo -"23 

Inn the second line we have omitted the factor exp{ik0xl/(2R23)) — 1 from the 

integral,, since x3 <C i?23- The mode amplitude cm{9l + x2/i?23) of mode TEm . 

resultingg from a cylindrical wave starting at the point x2 is, apart from a complex 

pre-faetor,, equal to the amplitude cfn(#> + X2/R23) for a plane wave incident at an 

anglee 0, + x2/R23. The latter amplitude is given by 

xx FY /"" ' r 
d^iOid^iOi + ~EL) = \hp / dx3sin[k0x3(ei + ~)}sm[k0x3dm}. (A.16) 

^1233 V V\ Jo ti23 

Hence. . 

crnfrcrnfr + £-)* -^e^e^'W^M + £-). (A.17) 
-n-233 V ^ ^ 2 3 -"-23 

Thee mutual intensity function JA(0i,xA,x'4) at the exit of the waveguide is given 

bv v 

JJAA{B{BZZ,, X4,x'4) = dx2dx2J2(x2,x2)K2A(9i1 x2,xA)K2i(9i, x'2,x'4). (A. 18) ) 

Thee mutual intensity function in the detector plane S$ is found by propagating 

JJAA(x(xAA.x'.x'AA).). taking into account a post-reflection with a propagator as in Eq. A.13. 

Noww 6'23 and s23 are replaced by S45 and ,S45, being the distances from x4 to x5 

directlyy and via a post-reflection, respectively. In the detector plane, we choose 

thee zero of x5 to be in the plane parallel to the lower surface. We then have 

KKAbAb{x{xAA,, .r5) = J ^ e ^ * V ^ ^ / ( 2 ^ sin[A-0.r4-^-] . (A.19) 
\/A/?455 /I45 

Thiss results in the following mutual intensity function Jb{xb,x'b) in the detector 

plane: : 

JJ55(6i,xs,Xz)(6i,xs,Xz) = / / dxAdx4JA{ei,xA,x'A)KA^(xA,xb)Klb{x'A,x'b) 

- 2 T T V 0
2 , , ( X 2 - X 2 ) 2 --

dx2dx'dx2dx'22 exp 
A 2/& & 

22 \ r^V*  I r\ . 1 
EmEm + -~,x5)Er(0i + ^ - .4). (A.20) 

xiwxiw xir>:\ 
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wheree the intensity A5 — Ao4y/27Ta0v/(XRoiR23). The second line in Eq. A.20 is 

foundd by changing the order of integration. Now, the e.m. field in the detector at 

thee point 25. due to a plane wave of unit amplitude incident at an angle 9i+x2/ R23. 

iss given by 

EEpp
55(e(ett + x2/R23,x5) = ^^e^R^Jdx4exp^^(xl+xl)  ̂ x (A.21) 

ll  [k0XA 
Xs Xs 

R R 45 5 ,, m=0 

Writingg Js(Bi, x5, x'5) as in Eq. A.20 is convenient because the e.m. fields £f {0*, x5) 

havee to be calculated only once for all combinations of Bi and x  ̂ and the mutual 

intensityy function in the detector may then be calculated for various source sizes 

o"o,v.. The intensity in the detector is given by h{Qi, x5) — J^{9X, x$, x5). 

Wee may include in the calculations a position-dependent focusing efficiency 

F{xF{x22)) of the lens. This function describes possible defects of the lens in a simple 

way.. The efficiency function is inserted by multiplying the MI F J2{x2,x'2) at the 

exitt of the lens by F{x2)F*{x' 2). We then have 

JJ55(6i,x(6i,x55,x',x'55)) = A5 Ifdx2dx2exp 
-27T-27T22alalvv(x(x22 - x'2) 

xmi, xmi, 
(A.22) ) 

F(xF(x2 2 
xx2 2 

-K23 3 

x 2 2 

3 3 
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